Saturday 05 September 1970
Flüggerstrand, Isle of Fehmarn, Ostholstein, West Germany. JHE [II]
“Love & Peace Festival” Backstage argument
GS = Gerry Stickells; HF = Helmut Ferdinand; MS = Michael Scheller;  “TG” = ‘telephone guy’. HF was one of the three organizers of the festival [Lippmann/Rau/Ferdinand], and MS is Michael Scheller, the road/tour manager of the tour (Frankfurt-Berlin-Fehmarn) organized by Fritz Rau (Jimi was only part of the "tour" for Berlin and Fehmarn of course). Michael Scheller can also be seen in some shots with the group arriving at Fehmarn station. [Thanks to ‘Olvator’ for providing the correct identities of HF & MS and the info about them]
Although the short argument is slightly heated at some points it doesn’t descend into shouting or become too unpleasant. Neither of the two telephone “conversations” involve much speech from TG or HF, almost none of it is audible, and there is no sign that they are about anything Hendrix related.

HF : [Talking to road crew through a walkie-talkie]: …Cann-ed Heat, Colloseum, Hendrix 
       [& five words of German I can’t make out] 
GS: [Emphatically] He’s not on tonight. It’s no good telling them, Hendrix is not on tonight. 
        Not under those conditions.
TG : [Asks for a light for his smoke] …feuer
HF : A half hour before I’d-I phoned with my friend… [gesturing to a man (“TG”) sitting next 
       to him. The telephone starts ringing (as if on cue)] 
TG: [He answers the phone] Okay
HF: …. he is [sic – ie  ‘was’] talking with Hendrix. A few hours[?]... 
GS: I-if, who was talking to ‘im?
TG: [On telephone] Oh, jah…
HF : [Getting annoyed raises his tone, pointing and shaking his hand emphatically] …And 
       Hendrix want to play tonight.
GS: [Getting annoyed, raises his tone also] Yes, but not under these conditions
TG : [Looks round and waves his arm in annoyance] Oh, man [ie I can’t hear the phone]
GS: We were already once, all ready to come here, and wanted-there’s no cars, the cars 
       get in here.
HF: Hendrix got a car 
GS: [Exasperated] Yes, but it can’t get in here, it’ll stop a hundred yards away
MS: [Enters the frame and walks to the window at the back, looking annoyed]… Find him 
       Experience… [plus some German words]
HF: [Get’s up and walks over to MS] Experience… [then they are speaking German]
GS: I cannot help the weather, and he cannot play in this weather [Gerry walks over to 
       them, MS turns away and sits down]
HF: [Annoyed, to GS] What is it?
GS: I cannot help the rain, [gestures to the sky] he will not play in the rain, I will not let him 
       play in the rain, and if it’s fine tomorrow, we will play tomorrow morning.
TG: [On another phone] Cool, what’s happenin’?
       [Film cut’s to the room filled up with people, general German chat, Gerry has his back 
       to the window now]
HF: [Is on the phone now, speaking in German]
?   : We play it back
GS: You know I just wanna tell im’ [gestures towards HF]…[inaudible]
?   : [Sounds English] You wanna come in the morning, you come
GS: Yeah, but I ain’t sending a truck load of equipment, period, a lot of bending over, it’s 
       probably gonna be affected overnight They wanna come over, he’ll come over, you   
       know
?   :…played the Fillmore…
?   : …got a light…
GS?: He’s worrying you sussed it for a phone [whatever that means?] [Laughter]

